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Building Mass Resistance against New World Order
Economic Austerity

By Kevin Zeese and Margaret Flowers
Global Research, May 24, 2013
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Inequality

“We are in the midst of the pre-history of historic transformational change that will end the
rule of money.”

This was a week that exemplified the historic moment in which we live.  We will look back at
these times and see the seeds of a national revolt against concentrated wealth that puts
profits  ahead  of  people  and  the  planet.  Not  only  were  there  a  wide  array  of  resistance
actions,  but  activists  against  the  Guantanamo prison  and  drone  strikes  scored  partial
victories on which we much continue to build challenges to US empire and militarism.

Mike Lux, who authored a history of the movements of the 1960s, wrote this week that
when he researched his book he “was struck by the fact that so many big things happened
so close together.” Comparing that moment to today he writes, “We are living in such a
moment in history right now, that organizers and activists are sparking off each other and
inspiring each other, that there is something building out there that will bring bigger change
down the road.”

That is how we felt as we watched and participated in this week’s unfolding.  We began the
week prepared to focus our attention on the amazing teacher, student and community
actions that were occurring in defense of schools.  In Philadelphia, there was a giant walk-
out  of  schools  last  Friday  as  students  demanded  their  schools  remain  open  and  be
adequately funded.  The photos of young people fighting for the basic necessity of education
were an inspiration.

That was followed by three days of protests in Chicago that were equally inspiring, students
organized and communities came together to fight for education.  Though corporate-mayor
Rahm Emanuel’s carefully selected board voted to close 50 elementary schools and one
high school (while the city funds the building of a new basketball stadium), the Chicago
activists say they are not done. They are just getting started.  It is that kind of persistence
that  wins transformation.   These school  battles  are part  of  a  national  plan to replace
community schools with corporatized charter schools. The battles of Chicago, Philadelphia
and other cities are all of our battles.

Then there were the college students, who inspired us with their bravery especially because
they were not fighting for themselves but for the students who come after them.  At Cooper
Union, students are in their second week of occupying the school president’s office. As the
sit-in grew to more than 100, they garnered increasing community support.  The school is
about to begin to charge tuition, ending the nearly two century mission of its founder for
free higher education. The students protesting will get free tuition; they are protesting for
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the students who follow. While they are sitting in, they are painting the president’s offices
black and will continue to do so until he resigns his $750,000 a year job. Thousands have
signed a “no confidence” petition against the president and board chairman.

We believe that a country that really believed in its youth and was building for its future
would provide free post-high school education, college or vocational school, to young adults
rather than leaving them crippled by massive debt.

As the week went on, more Americans stood up and showed their power.  On Monday,
people who have lost their homes to foreclosure or are threatened with foreclosure, along
with their allies, began an occupation of the Department of Justice. Some of them joined us
first as guests on our radio show on We Act Radio.  Afterwards,  we went to Freedom Plaza
where  they  rallied.   The  coalition  was  a  great  mix  of  people  of  different  ages,  races  and
regions who were angry, organized and prepared.  They marched down Pennsylvania Ave. to
the Department of  Justice to  demand that  Attorney General  Eric  Holder  prosecute the
bankers who collapsed the economy and stole their homes.

They blocked the doors at the Department of Justice and put up tents emblazoned with
“Foreclose on Banks Not on People,” put up a home with “Bank Foreclosed” over it and
blocked the streets with orange mesh saying “Foreclosure and Eviction Free Zone.”  As
evening came, they moved their  tents onto DOJ property,  brought in a big couch and
prepared to stay the night – and some did.  By the third day of protests, they moved to
Covington and Burling, the corporate law firm that spawned Eric Holder and where the DOJ
official in charge of prosecuting the banks, Lenny Breuer, who did not prosecute a single big
bank now gets a $4 million annual salary. In Congress the DOJ could not justify their claim
that prosecuting the big banks would hurt the economy.

The Home Defenders League/Occupy Our Homes actions broke through in the media as you
can see at the end of this photo essay.  We particularly enjoyed the coverage in Forbes –
someone claiming to be Jamie Dimon was arrested in DC – reporting on protesters who gave
the name of banksters when they were arrested. The police responded aggressively, which
often attracts media coverage, including the tasering non-violent protesters. And, we were
pleased to see local groups, like Occupy Colorado, highlighting the efforts of their colleagues
who came to DC.

But, action in the nation’s capital did not end there.  There was also a massive walkout of
food service workers across the city.  The strike began at the building named for the famed
union-destroying  president,  the  Ronald  Reagan  Building,  and  then  moved  on,  with  a
particular focus on Obama – the largest employer of low-wage workers.  Obama could end
poverty federal wages with a stroke of the pen.  Will he?

DC is the sixth city to see low-wage workers striking, New York, Chicago, Detroit, St. Louis,
and Milwaukee, came before the Capital.  Communities have stood with the workers  when
employers threatened their jobs and people now need to do the same for the DC workers
who are being threatened with job loss, please take action to support them.  And, coming up
is the Wal-Mart workers’ “Ride for Respect” to the annual shareholders meeting on June 7
which emulates the Freedom Riders.

Actions are happening throughout the country. In Illinois,  so far two people have been
arrested at a sit-in in the capitol building to support a ban hydro-fracking. And, the reaction
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to the call for a fearless summer by front-line environmental groups has been very strong.
They  are  working  together  to  plan  major  actions  throughout  the  summer  escalating
resistance against extreme energy extraction. Pressure is building in the environmental
movement which now recognizes Obama is part of the problem, not part of the solution.
Groups like 350.org that avoided protesting Obama, are now protesting his “grass roots”
group, Organizing for America.

And,  more  is  coming.   At  the  end  of  the  week  people  who  have  been  marching  to
Washington, DC from Philadelphia as part of “Operation Green Jobs” will arrive to protest at
the corporate bully of the capital – the US Chamber of Commerce – uniting the masses in
opposition to the corporate lobbyists.  Their long walk to DC echoes a walk last week by
people from Baltimore seeking jobs and justice.

This Saturday will be the worldwide March Against Monsanto in 41 countries and nearly 300
cities.  We published an article in Truthout that explains why we should all protest Monsanto
on May 25.  This is a great example of non-hierarchical organizing as this protest was called
by young grass roots activists and supported by Occupy Monsanto.

One of the things that let us know the popular revolt is more powerful than we realize is the
reaction of the power structure.  The Center for Media and Democracy issued a report this
week that examined thousands of pages of documents which showed how the national
security apparatus against terrorism combined with corporate America to attack the occupy
movement.  And, in Chicago one of the undercover police involved in the NATO 5 case, is
still spying, now on students and teachers protesting school closures.  If they did not fear
the people, would the power structure be behaving this way?

But, when you read reports about police acting in this undemocratic way, don’t forget that
many of them do not like doing what they are ordered to do and that pulling them to join
the popular revolt is part of our job. A mass movement needs people from the power
structure  to  join  it  in  order  to  achieve  success.  We  highlight  one  this  week,  Officer  Pedro
Serrano of New York who took the great personal risk of taping his superiors as part of an
effort to end the racist ‘stop and frisk’ program of the NYPD.

And, it is great to see people planning ahead.  We got notice this week from activists in
Maine planning for an October Drone Walk.  The anti-drone movement and Guantanamo
protests have had very positive effects.  This week, President Obama had to admit that he
killed four Americans with drones, mostly by accident – even though the DoD claims drones
are accurate.  Also this week, activists filed a war crimes complaint against Obama, Brennan
and other officials seeking their prosecution.  And Thursday, Obama was forced to make a
public  speech  at  the  National  Defense  University  about  both  the  drone  program and
Guantanamo Bay Prison. Medea Benjamin of CODEPINK, interrupted the speech several
times such that the President had to acknowledge her and she asked powerful questions as
she was escorted out by security. [See video and transcript.] As she was escorted from the
room Obama acknowledged:  “The voice  of  that  women is  worth  paying attention  to.”
Guantanamo activists responded to the president saying “no more excuses” and vowed to
keep the pressure on!

So, just as author Mike Lux saw in the 60s, there is a lot going on, lots of issues coming to a
head at the same time and people taking action to confront them.  How do we get to the
next phase of popular resistance?
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Long time writer on movements and transformational change, Sam Smith, the editor of
Progressive Review wrote “The Great American Repair Manual in 1997,” we reprinted a
portion of it this week: A Movement Manual.  The essence: movements are “propelled by
large numbers of highly autonomous small groups linked not by a bureaucracy or a master
organization but by the mutuality of their thought, their faith and their determination.” He
recommends: organize from the bottom up, create a subculture, create symbols, develop an
agenda and make the movement’s values clear. He also recommends becoming what you
want to be – become an existentialist – writing “existence precedes essence. We are what
we  do.”   As  far  as  building  community  power,  we  recommend  this  video  from “The
Democracy School” on how to use local governance to challenge corporate power.”

Do not despair when the media says there is no popular resistance.  We have been covering
the actions of the movement with weekly reports since 2011 and even before the occupy
movement began, we saw Americans beginning to stand up. We knew it was the right time
for occupy and we now see it is the right time for a mass  popular resistance.

We will be announcing a new project in mid-June to help bring the movement to a new
level.  Sign up here to hear about it and how you can help. To create the transformative
change we want to see, we need people to get involved.

We agree with Mike Lux who writes: “just as it took several years for the seeds planted in
those 18 months in the early ’60s to take root and begin to bring about the changes of the
years to come in terms of civil rights, women’s rights, and the environment, it will take
several years for the seeds being planted now to fully take root. But I believe more and
more that it will happen.”

The government responds with police force and ignores the demands of the people. Super
majorities of Americans agree with the views of the popular resistance, even if they are not
yet acting. This is a recipe for a mass eruption of movement activity.  We are in the midst of
the pre-history of historic transformational change: a transformation, which will  end the
power of money to ensure that the people and planet come before profits.

(For a listing of upcoming protests see last week’s newsletter.)

This article is produced in partnership with AlterNet and is based on a weekly newsletter
for October2011/Occupy Washington, DC. To sign up for the free newsletter, click here. If
you have actions you want to promote or report on write us at info@october2011.org.

Kevin Zeese, JD and Margaret Flowers, MD co-host Clearing the FOG on We Act Radio 1480
AM Washington, DC, co-direct Its Our Economy and are organizers of the Occupation of
Washington, DC. Read other articles by Kevin Zeese and Margaret Flowers.
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